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7 hotels



Bienvenue dans 
un endroit où tout 

prend vie



Welcome to 
Melia Paris La Défense 

In the shape of a boat hull – a genuine
technical prowess – the hotel was designed by
Vasconi Architects and Jean-Philippe Nuel
signs the superb interior decor. Boasting
spectacular panoramic views of Paris, it is
located on the Esplanade de La Défense,
as a link between two main avenues
connecting the Arc de Triomphe on the
Champs-Elysees to the Arche de la Defense.
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364
Rooms



Accommodation

. Meliá Double & Twin Room

. Premium Room Panoramic View 

. Premium Room with Eiffel Tower View

. Family Connecting Room

. Meliá Room adapted to disabled
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The Level

The Level is the program that represents
wellness, becoming the most exclusive
and aspirational product of Melia.
Created to meet the highest demands, it
offers the most personalized service,
with the most exclusive product.

That is why meticulous attention is paid
to each of the details : the arrival at the
lounge, the experience in the room, as
well as the unique attributes of the
privileged areas of the Level.





The Level
Rooms & Suites

. The Level Premium Panoramic view

. The Level Premium with Eiffel Tower view 

. The Level Grand Premium with Eiffel Tower view

. The Level Junior Suite Panoramic view 

. The Level Suite with Eiffel Tower view 

. The Level Grand Suite with Eiffel Tower view
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Restaurants



The Place

Located on the ground floor, The Place is an
everyday fast casual restaurant with an
outdoor terrace specializing in dishes inspired
by the spirit of southern French cooking.

At The Place Restaurant, guests and local
business people can either eat in or take away.

Every morning, The Place offers you various
breakfast options from the traditional coffee
and croissants to a generous continental
breakfast.

By noon, The Place turns into a snack bar,
serving savory sandwiches, salads and snacks.
Everything served at The Place is homemade
with fresh seasonal ingredients.



Le Miroir

Our Executive Chef, Patricio de Diego de la Vega,
who on a number of occasions has cooked for the
Spanish Royal Family, is sure to delight your
taste buds.

Inspired by his culture and his extensive travel
experiences, our Chef offers you fresh and
original Mediterranean cuisine that is firmly
rooted in the passing of the seasons, adjusting
the menu throughout the year to ensure it takes
full advantage of ingredients in their prime.

Located on the first floor, Le Miroir Restaurant
has an impressive view over the Esplanade water
mirror and the work by the Greek artist Takis
“Bright Trees”.



Skyline Paris 
Lounge & Bar

Located on the 19th floor of Melia Paris
La Defense, the Skyline Paris Lounge &
Bar boasts breathtaking views of Paris,
providing an idyllic atmosphere for pre
and post-dinner cocktails.

An unforgettable evening under the
stars. At the Skyline Paris Lounge & Bar,
our chefs will thrill your taste buds. You
will enjoy a full range of cocktails and
tapas.



Meeting Rooms





Eiffel I+II



Dining

Eiffel I+II



Flexy High Tech Room





Miro I+II+III



Calder
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Fitness 
Center




